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The boy was thirteen when, in 1848, he arrived in the United States from Scotland. Like many 

young immigrants, he started work under conditions appalling by modern standards. He was a 

bobbin boy in a dirty, dangerous cotton factory, working long, hard hours for little pay. Later he 

became an engine tender, telegraphic messenger, and operator for a railroad company. Then, during 

twelve years’ employment with the Pennsylvania Railroad, he thought people might appreciate 

sleeping cars on trains; the idea took. 

A few years later, rightly predicting the growing importance of steel in a nation charging ahead 

in the Industrial Revolution, he started the Keystone Bridge Works. We know that company today as 

USX—the former United States Steel, once largest of the giant steel manufacturers in the world. 

And we know its founder as one of the richest men of the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries, Andrew Carnegie. 

Almost a century later another young man converted to Christ and began witnessing constantly. 

Soon he was discipling converts, teaching them to do what he did. 

Next he gathered a small group and went regularly into the lonely hills to pray. For what? For 

daily food, or family needs, or their churches? Sometimes perhaps, but those weren’t at the top of 

the agenda. They were praying for the whole United States—and then for the whole world. They’d 

take maps with them and pray for specific countries, asking God to send laborers into the harvest. 

From those prayers grew The Navigators, a worldwide ministry that has employed tens of 

thousands and been used by God to win millions to Christ. And Dawson Trotman’s vision has 

spilled over into the work of many other Christian organizations whose leaders—like Bill Bright of 

Campus Crusade for Christ—were strongly influenced by him. 

What did Dawson Trotman and Andrew Carnegie share? Ambition. They were ambitious men, 

and their ambition gave them the energy necessary to achieve many times more than most people 

ever begin to imagine. 

It’s common to talk of great industrial moguls as ambitious, less common to talk of Christians 

that way. Many Christians struggle with how to relate ambition and Christian spirituality. They 

might be uncomfortable with their own ambitions. Or perhaps they know someone whose powerful 

ambitions make them wonder whether he has the humility that should mark followers of Christ. 

Handling ambition would be immeasurably easier if there were an eleventh commandment: 

“Thou shalt not be ambitious.” But in the absence of such guidance, we must consider prayerfully 

what Scripture says and how other Christians have resolved the relationship of spirituality and 

ambition. 

AMBITION VERSUS LAZINESS 

First, lack of ambition is not a mark of godliness. The sluggard gets rough treatment from the 

writer of Proverbs (Proverbs 6; Proverbs 13; Proverbs 20; Proverbs 26). David first met Bathsheba 

while he was lounging around during the season when “kings go off to war” (2 Samuel 11:1). His 

lack of ambition and sin during this period were in marked contrast to his earlier spirituality and 

ambition as a leader. 

In the New Testament, Paul had harsh words for those who choose not to work (2 Thes. 3:10). 

He exemplified hard work—evangelizing, discipling, and making tents. And he permitted no free 

riders among those supported by the Church. Even widows had to be productive (1 Tim. 5). 



It’s one thing to acknowledge that being unambiguous is unspiritual. But can we find an 

affirmative view of ambition in Scripture? 

The Old Testament presents certain successful, ostensibly ambitious people in a favorable light. 

They enjoyed close relationships with God and even achieved great things in His name. The list of 

Old Testament faith heroes (Hebrews 11) includes Abraham, Jacob, Joseph, and David—men who 

achieved rank, fame, and power. Abraham (then Abram) was so successful that he and Lot split 

because their flocks were too large to graze together (Genesis 13:6). Job, too, was a man of 

achievement and apparently a person of ambition. Likewise, the virtuous wife of Proverbs 31 is not 

just faithful in marriage and child rearing. She also excels in commerce, real estate, agriculture, and 

tailoring. 

The New Testament heroes—the disciples—didn’t enjoy worldly success and, by implication, 

did not have the same ambitions as some of the faithful Old Testament patriarchs. But before their 

conversions they were hard workers, and that characteristic was essential once Christ redirected 

their lives. Ultimately their driving pursuit of their visions turned the whole Roman Empire upside-

down. Christ did not recruit from the ranks of sluggards. 

Paul used the word ambition favorably when he described his “ambition to preach the gospel” 

(Romans 15:20). Similarly he enjoined believers, “Make it your ambition to lead a quiet life, to 

mind your own business and to work with your hands” (1 Thes. 4:11). He used the same Greek 

word, whose root meaning is to love honor, when he wrote that Christians should “make it our goal 

to please [Christ]” (2 Cor. 5:9, italics added). 

THE DARK SIDE OF AMBITION 

But this is not the whole story. Consider some of the Jewish kings, including Saul and Solomon. 

Their ambition destroyed them, their walk with God, and even their people. It smothered their 

relationship with God. It was largely the ambitions of the Pharisees, the priests, and the civil rulers 

of Palestine that prevented their understanding and accepting Christ’s message of repentance and 

redemption. And in Christ’s great parable of the sower, some seed fell among the thorns of worldly 

cares (at least a first cousin of ambition) and was choked by the deceitfulness of wealth (Matthew 

13:22). 

In the New Testament Church, some men preached Christ out of selfish ambition (Phil. 1:17). 

Paul warned the Galatians about the destructiveness of rage, selfish ambition, and dissensions 

(Galatians 5:20). James condemned selfish ambition, along with bitter envy, as “earthly, unspiritual, 

of the devil” (James 3:14–15). 

So there are two kinds of ambition. It may be “an ardent drive for rank, fame, or power,” and 

hence selfish, earthly, unspiritual, of the devil; or it may be a “desire to achieve a particular end” 

(Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 7th ed.). The first sort of ambition is prideful. The second can 

coexist with Christian humility. 

This seems to have been the distinction English poet Alexander Pope had in mind when he 

wrote, in his Essay on Man, “The same ambition can destroy or save, and makes a patriot as it 

makes a knave.” Ambition can supply much of the energy and drive we need to serve a master 

nobly; or it can make us servile and groveling in hopes of honor not properly our own. 

WALKING THE TIGHTROPE 

No wonder Christians struggle with ambition! Lay and clergy, women and men, adult and youth 

all have ambitions. We know their dangers all too well. They appeal to the selfish, prideful element 

of our nature. Hence many of us act as if spirituality and ambition are mutually exclusive; they 

might as well occupy opposite ends of a spectrum. 



That’s how I used to view sweet and sour. But then I learned something about the tongue. The 

tongue tastes sweetness not as the absence of sourness, but as a taste all its own. So also with 

sourness. Each is a separate dimension of taste. We can sense both at the same time. And with the 

right mixture, the effect is delicious. 

Likewise, the proper mix of spirituality and ambition in Christians can produce wonderful 

effects on ourselves and others. 

Like the dictionary, Paul and James describe two contrasting kinds of ambition. Ambition to 

preach is acceptable, for Paul had a Spirit-given desire to achieve a particular end. But selfish 

ambition—ambition directed solely to our own benefit without regard for the good of others—is 

condemned. I find it helpful to think of this concept as expressed by a single hyphenated word: 

selfish-ambition. This fits the first dictionary definition: a desire for fame, rank, and power. 

With these two distinct definitions, we can better sort the wheat from the chaff, the gold from the 

dross, in what we call ambition. Examples from contemporary life can help. 

TAMING THE BEAST FOR SERVICE 

Describing my years in Washington, D.C., to my college classes is no simple task. If I had to 

choose just a few words to describe the people I knew in the Executive Office of the President and 

in the Pentagon, ambitious might well head the list. For three years I found myself among the most 

ambitious people I’d ever met—congressmen, political appointees, lobbyists, embassy officials, 

civil servants, and career military officers. Often their ambition was an ardent desire for rank, fame, 

or power. Such people, I found, can be stimulating at one time and genuinely tiring at another. 

Fortunately for my spiritual health, I found occasional human oases, people who had an 

immediate ministry in my life and left me a lasting model of what an ambitious Christian can and 

should be. One was a congressman who had written to me in Colorado to congratulate me on my 

selection as a White House Fellow. When I phoned to thank him shortly after my arrival in 

Washington, he invited me for lunch in the congressional dining room on Capitol Hill. In the midst 

of a hectic schedule of votes, committee meetings, and constituent correspondence, he took an hour 

to have fellowship with me, a Washington newcomer. 

This congressman certainly didn’t lack ambition—he wouldn’t have been a congressman getting 

ready to run for the Senate if he had. And he did have rank, fame, and power—the objectives of 

ambition. But as a Christian, he had spiritual ambitions. He was in the process of replacing the 

selfish ambition James condemned with the Christian ambition that makes God’s ends primary. 

Chuck Colson provides a dramatic contrast between the two kinds of ambition. In his White 

House days, Colson was full of selfish ambition. He had achieved rank, fame, and power. But in a 

surprisingly short time, he lost them in the Watergate scandal. Banished from his position of power, 

indicted, and finally imprisoned, he fell farther than most of us can comprehend. 

But the Hound of Heaven pursued Colson, and he was born again. God recreated him to do a 

special work, and Colson emerged from prison to become an evangelist, zealous to reform prisons in 

America. 

Is Chuck Colson still ambitious? Yes, but his ambition is for en end directed by God. His pre-

conversion verbal and leadership skills are still alive, but they are harnessed to God’s purposes. He 

demonstrates that ambitious Christian is not a contradiction in terms. 

TYING AMBITION TO SUBMISSION 

Of course, understanding the two kinds of ambition is not the same as taming ambition for 

proper use in the Christian life. That requires a new mind and a committed will. 



Fortunately, it doesn’t require a new formula for living. That’s already available in the Bible, 

and demonstrated in the lives and teachings of people like Dawson Trotman: living as an ambitious 

Christian requires godly self-management in the handling of time, people, and power. 

Essential to such godly self-management are conscious submission to God and strict 

accountability to wise, spiritual Christians—people loving and courageous enough to tell us when 

we’re getting off on the wrong track. And one clear sign of whether we have godly or selfish 

ambition is whether we keep our priorities straight. When our drive to achieve something makes us 

slight our families, our quiet devotional time with God, our health, or our local churches, we can be 

sure we have succumbed to selfish ambition. 

Worldly, selfish ambition cannot coexist with spirituality. Godly ambition can. It can energize, 

move mountains, or even reform a prison system. The key to being an appropriately ambitious 

Christian is to get rid of selfishness. 

Do you have godly ambition? Do you long for a fruitful life of service in the Kingdom? Then 

selfishness must go. For “unless a kernel of wheat falls to the ground and dies, it remains only a 

single seed. But if it dies, it produces many seeds” (John 12:24). 

What happened to the Christian congressman who gave up some valuable time to help me get 

established in Washington? He left the House of Representatives for a new field of ministry—as a 

U.S. senator. When I last saw him, he was serving the Lord as an ambitious Christian. He was 

featured at the Pentagon during a President’s prayer breakfast, giving to civilian and military leaders 

a simple testimony about God’s love and the offer of salvation. He’s one grain of wheat with an 

ambition to produce many seeds. 

 


